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From Alpha to Omega
How a Single Pinball Machine Created
One of the Biggest Names in Coin-Op

R

ePlay is always glad
to share industry success stories, especially upon the celebration of a
major milestone, and even
more so when the honoree
represents the best of our
industry: leaders with
integrity, passion and vision.
These are just a few of
the words used by people in
the industry to describe
Alpha-Omega Amuse-

ments’ founder Frank
Seninsky, as well as others
on his team, led by Joe
Camarota and Jerry Merola.
Frank reached his 50th year
in business in 2019 and is
now boldly taking his group
of companies into its second
half century.

How It Began
Frank Seninsky started
out in coin-op by placing a

Gottlieb North Star pinball
in his college fraternity
house, Beta Theta Pi, at
New Jersey’s Stevens
Institute of Technology. The
year was 1969 and the 19year-old sophomore bought
that first machine for $25. It
took in $150 in dimes during the first week.
“Within days, that game
was put on two plays for a
quarter, which cut down on

the service calls,” Frank
wrote in 1989. “Return on
investment was averaging
about three days! I knew this
was the business for me.”
With his younger brother
Richard, a high school student at the start, helping at
night, the Seninsky boys
began growing that single
machine into a route. By the
time Frank was a senior in
college, they ran about 50
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Throughout the years, Frank has never shied away from new ways
of doing things. Here he is with Gold Standard Games’ Mark Robbins at
the Amusement Expo working on a clip of Expo highlights for the
YouTube channel he and marketing director Yaroslav Sobko started
back in 2016. (Yaro mans the camera while Frank, digital recorder or
microphone in hand, does the Q&A.)

pins – mainly in frat houses
at Rutgers University,
Newark College of Engineering and at the Stevens

Institute. After graduating
and taking an engineering
job in Newark, N.J., Frank
expanded to some 30 col-
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lege game rooms with
Alpha-Omega – the business name taken in homage
to the Greek fraternities
where it all started.
From there, it was Jersey
Shore arcades, then dozens
more at locations throughout
New Jersey, then at major
amusement parks and family
entertainment centers across
the nation – and today, at all
types of venues globally.
For 50 years now, the
company has been all about
changing with the times. One
of their biggest was their
early foray into redemption.
In the early days operating on the Jersey Shore,
Frank learned a lot about
redemption – practically as
soon as he started there. So
did Joe Camarota, who
joined the company in 1973,

himself a college student at
the time at Upsala College.
Needless to say, the two hit
it off and Joe became a partner when brother Richard
left the company back in
1984. He’s now COO.
“I think we really did
become the redemption
experts,” Frank said. “I don’t
think there was anyone who
could touch us. That’ll probably tick off some people,
but I learned the business
from the gurus – my mentors
– on the Jersey Shore. They
taught me everything. Then
they got irritated when I
started sharing that knowledge around the world. I
guess they really wanted to
keep it a secret. But one
thing that’s been a constant
with me is that I’m always
trying to raise the bar for the

and expertise with financing
large projects. The three
started a consulting business,
Amusement Entertainment
Management, which marked
another pivot towards opportunity upon the leading edge
of what has become a sizable boom in FECs and
other large out-of-home
entertainment facilities.

All in the
A-O Family
Always learning & teaching: Jerry and Frank are seen at a
Foundations Entertainment University program. It’s woven into the fabric
of the Alpha-Omega companies that you give back to the industry and
one key area of focus is education, whether it’s seminars, articles, the
Foundations program or involvement.

industry globally.” Added
Joe: “What draws people out
of their homes is the out-ofhome experience of winning

tickets and prizes.”
In 1995, Jerry Merola
joined the company, bringing a banking background
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Aside from the “big
three” of Frank, Joe and
Jerry, the company has been
fortunate to have many others who share their desire to
adapt and face challenges
head on, a good number of
whom have been with
Alpha-Omega for decades.
One such person is GM

Henry Stoop, who grew up
around the amusement business on the Jersey Shore and
worked in one of Frank’s
arcades while still in high
school. He’s been around
long enough to see multiple
iterations of the most popular machines.
“When pinball started
fading a bit, we went to
videos,” Henry noted. “And
now, of course, most of our
business is redemption
games. It’s been about
adapting to the changes in
our culture.”
A more recent addition to
the executive team is
Yaroslav Sobko. Before
coming on full time as
Alpha-Omega’s director of
marketing, Yaroslav was the
CEO of a distribution com-

The Alpha-Omega Trajectory (so far)
1969 Frank Seninsky, a sophomore at Stevens Institute of Technology in Hoboken, N.J., along with
1970
1972
1973
1975
1978
1979
1983
1984

his high school sophomore brother Rich, form a partnership and place a North Star pinball
machine in Frank’s fraternity house, Beta Theta Pi.
The duo begins operating their first college game room, located at Stevens Institute.
Wizard’s World in Long Branch, N.J., opens; it’s their first on the Jersey Shore.

Joe Camarota starts working with Frank Seninsky at Upsala College, where he is a student.
Alpha-Omega, Inc., is formed.

The company opens its first arcade in Wildwood, N.J., inside Lucky Casino.
Frank is elected president of AMOANJ.
Alpha-Omega Sales is formed.

Richard Seninsky leaves the company and Joe Camarota assumes Rich’s secretary/treasurer
position.

1994 Alpha-Omega purchases its present site, an 18,600-sq.-ft. facility at 12 Elkins Road in
1994
1995
1998
1998
1999
1999
2002
2005
2011
2015
2015
2015
2016
2016
2017
2017
2018
2018
2019
2019
2019

East Brunswick, N.J.
Alpha-Bet Entertainment is formed.

Jerry Merola starts as the company’s chief financial officer.
Amusement Entertainment Management is created.

AEM’s first consulting job was for Hamstead Group to build three Malibu Grand Prix pocket
parks in Texas, California and Georgia.
Alpha-Omega becomes one of the 11 founding members of IALEI.
Frank is elected president of AMOA.

Frank is elected to the IALEI board of directors and serves eight years.
Frank is elected president of IALEI.

The Redemption & FEC Report is created.

Frank the Crank blog is created with Yaroslav Sobko (who joins the company as director of
marketing in 2017).
Joe and Joseph become active members of AAMA.

Successful installation of 150-plus pieces in Vietnam.

Yaroslav and Frank begin industry video highlights from trade shows and seminars.
Joe is elected to the AAMA board of directors.

First international revenue share in Singapore.

Alpha-Omega celebrates general manager Henry Stoop’s 40-year anniversary.
Joe is selected to serve on the AAMA executive board of directors.
Yaroslav is elected to the AMOA board.

Joseph gets his master’s degree in industrial and organizational psychology.
Joe is elected as the AAMA board of directors’ president.
Joseph becomes co-chair of AAMA’s FEC committee.
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Now fellow Floridians, Al Kress, Yaroslav Sobko and Frank
Seninsky check in at the Benchmark factory back before the game
maker became part of the Elaut Group. Frank and “Kressy” go way back.

Joe Camarota, pictured with AAMA’s Tina Schwartz at the association’s 2018 annual meeting and gala, now serves as AAMA president.
His son, Joseph, is co-chair of the group’s FEC committee.

pany that was selling
amusement equipment in
Ukraine and Russia. He
began searching for experts
in redemption games, which
weren’t yet popular in his
region. Naturally, he came

Alpha-Omega puzzle:
Rising tides lift all boats. It’s
been part of the company’s
mission, especially over the
past couple of decades, to
grow the entire industry.
Joseph Camarota, Joe’s
son and the company’s
director of operations and
sales, said Frank and Joe
taught him that: “You’ve
got to help others in the
industry because if they’re
not successful, we’re not
successful.”
Their success has been
spurred by their involvement
in the industry, one of the
ways Seninsky and others
have given back. Frank was
elected president of
AMOANJ in 1979, and 20
years later, his company
became a founding member
of the IALEI national arcade
operator association (Frank
having served on its board
and as president of that nowdefunct group). Frank was
also elected AMOA’s president in 1999.
The two Camarotas have
been active with AAMA
since 2015 (Joe was elected
last year to a two-year term
as president while Joseph
became the co-chair of its

across Frank Seninsky, who
he dubbed “Mr. Redemption.” Yaroslav said,“Frank
had an enormous amount of
information and he didn’t
mind sharing it.”
That’s another key to the

1969 was a momentous year.
Man first set foot on the moon ...
and Frank Seninsky founded
Alpha-Omega Amusements.
Frank, we’re happy to be with you
on this journey through our industry’s
space and time, and wish you and your
team a very happy birthday.
Your friends at
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FEC committee). Meanwhile, Yaroslav is serving
on AMOA’s board of directors. These are busy people!

New Horizons
Everyone who’s been
with the company for a long
time has seen it firsthand…
changing with the times and
sometimes being the instigator for that change is a hallmark of Alpha-Omega. The
inability to adapt is a business’s downfall, but in contrast, the ability to see coming challenges and opportunities –– and pivot accordingly –– is its way to grow.
And that’s exactly what
Alpha-Omega has done over
the course of five decades.
From frat house college
game rooms; from Jersey
Shore arcades like its first in
Wildwood in 1978, inside
Lucky Casino; from a small
operation to a nationwide
(and later worldwide) juggernaut, with their own
18,600-sq.-ft. facility in East
Brunswick, completed in
1994; and from traditional
FECs to bigger and more
elaborate game room setups
at amusement parks and the
like…the building blocks of

Semnox Solutions congratulates
Alpha-Omega and Frank Seninsky
for 50 Years of helping our Amusement Industry
by sharing knowledge & expertise.
We enjoy working with you!

Frank was also not one to take himself too seriously if it could benefit
the industry. Above, he’s seen with Brad Brown and RePlay’s then editor
Marcus Webb as refereed in a Battle of the Titans. Below, it was dunk
tank time with Russ Mawdsley.

this organization have
been impressive.
Obviously, not
every idea pans out and
not every employee
will stay for decades,
but overall, the leadership at Alpha-Omega
has been successful at
finding people with different skill sets to complement each other,
charting a steady
course forward. It’s
unclear what changes
will present themselves
in 10 or 20 years, but rest
assured, the folks at AlphaOmega will certainly be acting, not reacting, to whatever
they are.
On the occasion of the
company’s 25th anniversary, Seninsky wrote in
1995, “My partner Joe
Camarota and I will never
forget our simple mission:
Provide the best possible
games and service and try
hard to solve your customer’s problems. The rest
takes care of itself.”
We encourage you to
read more in an insightful
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Q&A with the “sage of East
Brunswick,” as RePlay’s
publisher Eddie Adlum calls
Frank, along with profiles of
other key individuals who
are all part of the success
story that is Alpha-Omega.
(In other words, grab a fresh
cup of joe…Joe?...and turn
the page!)
We join with many other
friends in the industry in
saying: “Congratulations,
Frank, Joe, Jerry and everyone at Alpha-Omega!”
Visit them at www.alpha
omegasales.com.

Budding entrepreneur: 10-year-old Frank, second from left, sells Lik-m-aid candy to his camp group.
Younger brother Richard got involved early on, too; he’s seen seated helping keep track of sales.

Lasting Lessons
Inspiration Strikes Early as a Young Man’s Candy
Sales Ignites Lifelong Passion for Business

I

f anyone had asked a 10year-old Frank Seninsky
what he thought he might
do when he “grew up,”
coin-op may not have been
in the mix. But one thing’s
certain, the entrepreneurial
bug bit him early, and those
who knew him were pretty
certain he’d be a leader in
whatever field he chose.
Frank’s very first foray
into the business world was
selling candy to friends and
counselors at summer camp.

With a $7.20 investment
and sound business coaching from his dad, young
Frank peddled Lik-m-aid
candy, making a profit of
$200 in eight days. In an
article Frank penned in 2016
for his blog at frank-thecrank.com, he said it
occurred to him years later
that he’d gotten something
far more valuable than
money from the experience
in summer camp: he got a
hands-on, crash course in

entrepreneurial success.
“The lessons I learned
that week have lasted a lifetime,” he wrote. “In fact,
they provided the foundation for every business marketing decision I’ve made
since, and these basics continue to guide me through
complex multi-million-dollar enterprises even today.”
(The piece is an enjoyable
read and can be found at
https://frank-thecrank.com/
how-10-year-old-kid-start-

ed-business-learnedcapitalism.)
Frank’s start in coin-op is
equally interesting and
insightful as he took a
Gottlieb North Star pinball
game he bought for $25
from Newark, N.J., icon
Irving Morris and placed it
in his Beta Theta Pi fraternity house at Stevens Institute
of Technology. That used
pingame collected $150 on
10-cent play (three for a
quarter). When asked when
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Frank at age 4 seems to be telescoping a life with a passion for learning with this book in his lap.

he realized that this would
be his life’s work, he said,
“When they asked for the
second machine and I calculated that my ROI on my
$15 investment for a used
King of Diamonds could be

somewhere between two
and three days!”
Frank’s amusement
industry career is marked by
opportunity, adaptation and
growth. From one pingame
to many in operations cover-

Congratulations
to Frank and Joe and Jerry
for 50 Years of
Friendship and Fun!

from
Steve and Sondy Epstein
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ing over 50 fraternities and
sororities, from operating
along the Jersey Shore to
amusement parks, from
route stops to the FEC
boom, Frank and his team
have pivoted to keep up
with the changing industry
and consumer tastes, all the
while growing like an oak.
To talk about Frank
Seninsky’s accomplishments in the amusement
industry, you might have
better luck focusing on the
short list of what he hasn’t
done. Throughout the halfcentury we’re celebrating,
Frank has been an operator,
distributor, consultant, association president, columnist,
speaker and more.
He founded Foundations
Entertainment University
with Randy White and
Frank Price, a program
Seninsky himself owns
today. He’s traveled the
world to study what amusement trends are entertaining
people across the globe,
more recently focusing on
the various virtual reality
platforms on location and in
development.
He’s long believed in
helping improve the industry he loves by pushing for
better-made equipment and
parts standardization, sharing tips at over 450 seminar
presentations, more than
2,000 articles in industry
publications, The Redemption & FEC Report email
newsletter and a YouTube
channel (you’ve no doubt
seen Frank and his marketing ace Yaroslav Sobko
touring convention floors
shooting video interviews).
He’s been active in
industry associations, serving as president of AMOA
from 1999-2000 and as a

board member for over 20
years. Frank was a founding
member of the now-defunct
IALEI (International Assn.
for the Leisure & Entertainment Industry) serving
on its board for 11 years and
as president from 20052006.
Today, the business he
founded 50 years ago is part
of a family of companies
that includes Amusement
Entertainment Management
(the consulting arm of the
business), operations under
Alpha-Omega Amusements
and Alpha-BET Entertainment (the latter co-owned
with Betson), Alpha-Omega
Sales (distributorship), plus
the blog and YouTube channel.
He’s had a knack for
bringing the right people
aboard. He said, “I’ve
always had the philosophy
that I got to surround myself
with individuals that have
certain talents that I don’t.
That’s not hard to do,
because a lot of people have
special talents. I looked for
people who want to work
hard and are interested in
learning.”
On the occasion of the
50th anniversary of his company’s founding, Frank
shared reflections and
insights:
RePlay: We’ve written
about how you got started
in the industry, placing a
North Star pinball in your
fraternity house, but
haven’t directly asked how
you came up with your
company name.
Frank: That was pretty
simple. I knew I wanted to
be something like “A to Z
Amusements” in order to
cover anything and every-

thing. One of my bosses at
Public Service Electric &
Gas heard me discussing
that and mentioned that
alpha and omega is the
beginning and the end of the
Greek alphabet.
When I applied for a
name, I knew that “AlphaOmega” was the same as “A
to Z” and it was even better
because it had religious connotations and also let us
honor our college fraternity
roots, which really was how
this “hobby” started. Of
course, I always knew that
no matter what name I
picked I wanted it to start
with an “A” so it would be
at the top of an alphabetical
listing.
What were the early
days like when it was just

emotional thinking back on
all we’ve done together and
what Joe means to me.
Today, he’s our chief operations officer.

An early company logo.

you and your brother
Richard running the company?
What people might not
know is that when it started,
I was a sophomore in college, at Stevens, and my
brother was a sophomore in
high school! I was all over
the place and there he was,
helping me and working at
night while he’s in high
school. When he graduated,
he also went to Stevens
Institute of Technology for
four years.
Back then, there weren’t
any game circuit boards, so
I was busy fixing all the

electro-mechanical stuff by
myself and I had to be very,
very fast. Richie was great.
He’d help me with the
things I couldn’t fix.
We grew the business
that way, eventually hiring
some people from the colleges to help. One of them
was probably the most fantastic person I ever found in
my life, Joe Camarota. We
hired him back in 1973
when he was going to
Upsala College and he went
on to become Secretary/
Treasurer of Alpha-Omega
when my brother left in
1984. It’s hard not to get

Tell us a bit more about
those early days.
Colleges are “seasonal”
locations. Earnings fell off
the cliff when the schools
went on summer break. We
had no cashflow and didn’t
know what to do. I’ve
always been one to look for
opportunity, and it dawned
on me that the summer season of the Jersey shore
arcades was a perfect fit
for our current business
model.
So, we found opportunity
all up and down the New
Jersey shore and probably
nearly 1,000 pinball and
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other machines when the
colleges closed and the
Shore opened. That was –
and is – the philosophy:
Cashflow is king. You can’t
just let games sit idle.
Everything was rosy
until things changed and the
Shore locations wanted to
stay open past Labor Day
on into October. Then, colleges started going back to
school in the middle of
August.
So, we had big problems.
Everybody wanted all the
machines on location the
minute they opened. To outfit the colleges, we had to
start removing games from
the Shore locations earlier,
in the middle of August. To
make this work for everyone, I insisted on paying
those arcades the commis-

Then things just progressed
from there.

A more recent photo of the Seninsky boys: Brothers Richard
(center) and Frank with his son David.

sions the machines would
have earned through Labor
Day, or after depending, and
the same thing vice versa
with the colleges. In most
cases, everyone understood
the cashflow situation.
Then, you start to see
trends. We realized we were

better off switching from the
New Jersey Shore to amusement parks. The timing
worked out a little better;
the parks didn’t mind that
we took a third or half the
equipment out two weeks
before Labor Day. We could
make everybody happy.

Do you still operate in
Greek houses on campus
today?
No, we got out of that
pretty fast. But what was
really important was that
operating in fraternities was
a way for us to get into the
business without stepping
on any other operator’s
toes. It was wide open, and
of course, I’ve never wanted to hurt anybody or take
things away from other people. So, that’s how it really
started, one opportunity
leads you to another. The
fraternities started introducing us to the college center
directors, and that led to us
setting up college center
game rooms. You just

Frank, Joe, Jerry & everyone
at the Alpha-Omega group of companies,

We think YOU’RE
THE CAT’S MEOW!
Congratulations on
five incredible decades!
your friends at
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progress wherever there is
an opportunity.
What does your brother
do now?
He’s a multi-purpose
technical guy for Coastal
Amusements today, working
for Sal Mirando and Lenny
Dean as their technical support technician. He’s had a
long career. He’s worked for
Chuck E. Cheese, Elaut until
they moved, and ran arcades
on the Jersey Shore. He’s
still entrenched in the industry and he’s probably the
best technician the industry
has ever seen.
Looking back on your
early life, what do you
think led you into business?
A lot of it comes from
my father. He worked long

hours running a record
store in New York
City. I’d say he
worked seven days a
week. Early on, I
knew what running a
business was like.
When I was about
10 years old, he helped
me start my first business with that $7.20
investment selling Lik- Lik-m-aid candy from the 1950s, the
kind Frank sold, is actually for sale on
m-aid candy. That’s
eBay today. If only young Frank had
the candy where you’d known about that! Let’s just say it sells for
lick your finger and
a lot more than 10 cents a packet.
dip it into colored
ground in business.
sugar. Anyway, my father
The funniest part is he
brought out this accounting
showed
me how to fill out
sheet that had seven
the
first
four
columns of that
columns on it, took me to a
ledger
with
inventory,
what
candy wholesaler, and
you
sold,
what
your
profit
taught me all about business,
was, and cost of sales… all
profit, and this and that. I
that stuff. But, there were a
learned all this as a 10-yearcouple of columns left over
old. Talk about a great back-

that he didn’t label. I asked
a stupid question, “What are
these two columns for?” He
said, “I’ll explain that to you
when you’re 13.”
I remember that I had no
idea what they could be for,
but when I turned 13, I
remembered to ask him. He
told me, “Those are for federal and state income tax.”
Obviously, everything I did
in the early part of my career
when I was 10 was cash.
So, I knew what business
was and there were a lot of
people in my family that
were in business. I guess it
rubbed off on me. I went to
college, and then went to
work as an engineer at Public
Service Electric & Gas. Even
though I was a cadet in just
my first year, the president
pulled me out as his assistant
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to help write the Salem
Nuclear Generating Station
license application because I
could write, do math and
whatever. I worked there for
almost two years, repairing
games at night.
I guess it’s lucky for the
amusement industry that

the utilities business didn’t
win you over.
I’ve got to tell you, it was
horrible working for a public corporation, or at least
one in that type of industry.
I learned firsthand it wasn’t
for me. Maybe the best
example of why was when
the boss came in and told us,

To my dear friends at
Alpha-Omega Companies –
It has been a great pleasure
knowing you for the FULL
50 years. It is a special
relationship and I’m very
proud to say I remember
you from the beginning.

Al Kress

A Game Connection LLC
561-331-1000

Congratulations
to Frank, Joe and the staff
at Alpha-Omega on
50 great years!
Your friends,
Glen and Christine Kramer
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“When you go to bid, we
don’t want you to take the
best bid or even the secondbest bid. We want you to
take the third best because
we want to increase expenses as fast as possible since
we’re going before the
Public Utility Rate
Commission in a few
months. We want to show
that we need to raise our
electrical rates.”
That went completely
against who I am and how
you should want to be the
best at what you do.
What do you think has
contributed the most to
your ongoing success?
As we grew the company, Joe and I, we were
always looking for opportunity. We were always asking ourselves, “Where is an
opportunity? Where do we
see it?” It seems as we have
prepared for something new,
tried to get in a new sector,
began to reinvent our company, or go in a different
way, we found we were usually five years ahead of the
industry.
Even though we tried
whatever it was, it was very
slow going. There was a lot
of that in our 50 years. Of
course, today, the rate of
change is much faster.
Opportunities come and go
quickly.
We’ve reinvented ourselves several times. A key
area where this happened
was when we brought Jerry
Merola aboard in 1995 and
started Amusement
Entertainment Management
in 1998. Those moves
helped us secure strong
footing in the FEC consulting, construction and development business.

Let me be honest,
though. Sometimes when
we saw an opportunity it
looked good initially but
didn’t pan out. We would
always test things and
learned pretty quickly that if
it doesn’t work in some
fashion you have to quit.
Yaroslav Sobko, our director of marketing, told me
that today they call it “fail
fast.” Don’t keep investing
money because of your ego,
thinking you can make it a
success. You have to know
when to just give it up and
move on.
You’ve been very focused
on growing your own business, but you’ve also been
dedicated to improving and
giving back to the industry
at large. You’ve been especially active within the associations.
There are a few things
that happened with associations in my career, that all
seem to play a role in my
destiny. Bear with a bit of a
story… I was asked by one
of the manufacturers to find
a way to get countertops
into street locations as a
consulting job. I came up
with this idea of going to all
the Anheuser-Busch distributors in New Jersey – there
were five or six. I went to
visit them all and got their
permission to get their
delivery people to hand out
game flyers to every location in the state!
Let’s just say “something” hit the fan because at
that time I didn’t know what
street operations were all
about. I didn’t realize they
all had contracts, and the
last thing a street operator
wanted was for locations to
demand that they buy spe-

cific games for their locations.
Stay with me… the association part is coming.
So, I got invited to this
meeting at a Holiday Inn, and
when I walked in, there was a
single chair in front of a dais.
I thought I was in the middle
of an inquisition or something! Anyway, this organization was the operators’
association of New Jersey
(called AMOA New Jersey).
They read me the riot act and
asked if I knew what I had
done and the chaos it created.
Once they explained it to me,
I understood. Then, either
because they were impressed
with my creativity and
moxie, or more likely, just to
keep an eye on me, they
invited me to join their board
of directors.

That was my first
involvement with an
industry association
and it stuck. I
worked my way up
in AMOANJ and
was eventually president for eight years.
We organized this
northeast region for
trade shows, and
then they made me
the Man of the Year.
It was through all
Mondial’s Tony Yula “Sr.” presents
this that I met one
of my first mentors, Frank with the 1991 Man of the Year Award
from the Northeast operator associations
John Estridge from
(New York, New Jersey and Connecticut).
Tennessee, who at
for him to nominate me for
the time was AMOA presithe AMOA board. I said,
dent. He spoke at one of our
“sure,” and that’s basically
state or regional meetings
how I got even more
and I made a point of going
involved.
up to talk with him and got
I got into lobbying with
to know him a little bit. He
video
lottery in New Jersey,
asked me if I’d be willing

going to the statehouse,
meeting the governor … all
that kind of stuff and all the
chicanery that went on. As it
turned out, we didn’t get it,
but I found that I have a
knack for networking and
getting to know people. It’s
through asking questions,
and just getting to know as
much information as possible about this, that and
everything. It seems that
whatever I did, I overdid
(laughing).
That seems to be a
theme with you.
Yes, maybe so. This
brings back memories of
Washington, D.C., the congressional pinball tournaments, and things that I
wanted to do to help the
industry. I had the idea to
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really was unbelievable how
people would call me and
ask if I could find a way to
poll the Supreme Court to
see how they would feel on
a certain subject.
And believe me, I found
a way. I had hundreds of
contacts.

Meet the Veep: At one of the Congressional Pinball / Games
Tournaments, Frank shares some tips with former U.S. Vice President
Dan Quayle. Over four years, the events raised $95,000 for charities chosen by the winning lawmakers.

Well connected: The RePlay archives are full of pictures of Frank with
government leaders, and celebrities, too. Above, Frank with Bill Clinton
and below with former Alaska Governor and VP candidate Sarah Palin.

have a congressional pinball
tournament but people told
me I could only do it if I
raised the money for it. Well
I did and as usual got carried away with it.
Before you knew it, I
had the home phone num-

bers of hundreds of congressmen, senators, White
House staffers…you name
it…even the vice president.
And this is because I set it
up so that the winner would
choose a charity to which to
donate. That was the key.
I knew then that I would
get to call the wives, husbands and family members,
and get to know them by
name.
Things just happen to me
once I go overboard on
something and let it grow.
Little did I know that these
home phone numbers would
later become cellphone
numbers when that technology came around and, along
with it, text messaging. It
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It seems involvement in
the association is part of a
bigger narrative of your
career, one that is highlighted by giving back to
the industry at large.
I’ve spent my whole life
being on different boards
and doing whatever I could
to help the industry. And it
was really was all for the
good of the industry, not for
my own ego. I’d do whatever would help the big picture. I’ve always believed in
that. As an example, I spent
over a year lobbying with
AMOA to keep cigarette
machines when I only had
one machine myself!
I think we’ve all seen
people who only do what’s
good for them or their companies, but I’ve always
believed that you’ve got to
give back to the industry
and do what’s best at the
time for it, even if it hurts
your own company.
One way you’ve helped
others is through the countless tips you’ve shared in
your columns in this magazine and others.
I think I’ve written over
2,000 articles at this point.
The reason I was so passionate about writing and continued with it was because of
how much I learned in the
process. I didn’t think I even
could learn that much! I
don’t believe you can write a
good nuts-and-bolts article

unless you know the subject
well. Something always
seems to have pushed me to
learn everything about a subject that I could. And when
it came to writing articles,
having a deadline was
almost a way to force me to
learn it. I would never want
to write something that wasn’t good so I had to do a lot
of research.
My first column was
Frank’s Cranks for Play
Meter magazine. I really
wrote it because I wanted
manufacturers to improve
the way they built machines.
In those days, it seemed that
they were all falling apart. It
didn’t seem like there was a
mechanical engineer in the
industry, and I thought
maybe I was the first one.
There were lots of electrical engineers and yet they
put cabinets and all sorts of
mechanical things together
that always broke. I would
even go so far as to say in
the beginning some of the
manufacturers, or most of
them, didn’t even know how
to load a spring or put a
spring onto a machine.
In my articles, my goal
wasn’t to criticize, but to
improve. Not everyone took
it that way.
But overall, I found a
way to do it in a way that
didn’t upset too many people. In the early years, they
didn’t like the ranking of
machines and things like
that. Then I think they all
caught on and realized I was
doing this for the good of
their companies and the
industry.
That led me to writing
the IALEI manuals on the
different committees and
realizing that there was a
need for education about the

to do it. There wasn’t any
budget and nobody was
interested in a roadshow.
Randy White, Frank
Price and I were all on the
IALEI education committee
and we finally got fed up
that we couldn’t get them to
sign on to this idea. We said,
“We’ll do it on our own!”

Frank was AMOA President for the 1999-2000 term. Also, seen in
this photo from an association event are past presidents Mike Leonard
and Don Hesch (along with Don’s wife Sue).

industry, and that we should
take it around to different
parts of the country. That’s

actually how Foundations
got formed, because at the
time we couldn’t get IALEI

Then and now, Frank sees tremendous value in educating people in
the industry. Above Frank makes a presentation about video kit systems
(Alpha-Omega was an early adopter of those) and below, the group of
Foundations participants in their session that preceded the Amusement
Expo last spring.
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What do you think has
been the most transformational thing your company
has done?
There have been so many
different transformations.
Going from fraternity houses
with pinball machines to
when we came across this
thing called a “kit.” We tried
it and it worked. Mr. Do!
from Universal was one of
the first ones. We were one
of the first companies to put
it on our route and believe it
or not, we got awards for
being among the top kit
salesmen in the country.
Back then, distributors
didn’t believe in kits so this
more than ruffled a few
feathers. Over my years in
business, there were times
when I was close with distributors and there were
times when they were pretty
angry with me.
We essentially transformed from pinballs to
operating all types of equipment –– which included
foosballs and video games.
Of course, we ran video for-

ever. Because I was
involved in the Jersey
Shore, I learned early on
about redemption, well
before we started setting up
game rooms. Shore arcade
owners taught us everything
you could ever want to
know about redemption.
We also went from nickels – I ran a nickel arcade on
the Shore – to quarters. Now
people use dollars and cashless systems. Imagine that
transformation! When we
saw an opportunity, we
were proactive.
Service is a prime example. When we got into the
game room business, we
learned quickly that we
could never count on any of
our locations to tell us when
things were broken. The
same holds true for route
stops as well, by the way.
We decided we would cover
it all and put a lot of money
into service, get things
working, rotate machines
and really be on top of the
business.
I also think we really did
become the redemption
experts. I don’t think there
was anyone who could
touch us. That’ll probably
tick off some people, but I
learned the business from
the gurus –– my mentors ––
on the Jersey Shore. They
taught me everything. Then
they got irritated with me
when I started sharing that

IALEI days: Frank with Tracy Sarris and the association’s 2005 board of directors (right). The group was eventually absorbed by IAAPA.

knowledge around the
world. I guess they really
wanted to keep it a secret,
but one thing that’s been a
constant with me is that I’m
always trying to raise the
bar for the industry globally.
Sharing information is very
important.
There’s a saying that “a
rising tide lifts all boats,”
and you hope that’s true.
Still, it doesn’t make everybody love you. The other
quote that always took me
through was, “No matter
what you do, if you can get
47 percent of the people to
back you that’s all you need
to be president.” (laughs)
That’s all they ever get to

win the office.
Really what I’m trying to
say is that there are always
people who will disagree
and have it out for you. I’ve
always been able to accept
that. I don’t know if that’s
one of my strengths or
weaknesses.
What’s your biggest contribution to the industry?
I would have to say it has
to be standardization. I think
that helped everybody,
myself included.
The truth of why I was so
involved in it it’s probably
because I’m one of the laziest people in the world…
and I don’t mean that as a

Frank’s cut a few ribbons his time working for the associations. Here
he and others open up the 2005 combined Fun Expo and AMOA Expo.
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joke. I used to go around to
three, four states and drive
like crazy, servicing colleges and different accounts
before I went into top management. I did everything
that I ever asked any of my
employees to do, and they
could watch me do it. I had
a van packed with parts,
because I’d know that if I
was out in the middle of
Long Island and my next
service call was in
Pennsylvania, I had to make
sure I had everything with
me I needed to get it all
fixed.
I got so lazy that I had
this big toolbox, well, two
or three toolboxes actually,

and I put as many parts in
them as I could. I would
wheel them in on a dolly
and keep them in the game
room. I didn’t want to go
back and forth to the van to
get a part or God forbid, not
have the part or be able to
build the part.
Standardization helped
me get all the parts to fit in
my car, so that one coin
switch worked for most
games and you only needed
a couple of different types
of light bulbs. You didn’t
need all the different joysticks. Whatever we were
doing, it went from having
too many parts to so few
that you really could fix

Pinball promoters! Joe and Frank at a Professional Amateur Pinball
Association championship with the leaderboards of division players.

most games with what you
had. That’s what standardization meant to me.
I have been blessed to
have many mentors, but I
have to single out Bob Fay
as my hero for standardization. He got all the
key manufacturers
to come to the
AMOA/AAMA standardization committee meetings. We had everybody
convinced that if they didn’t
show up and participate that
they’d have to worry that
we’d pass a standard that
could actually end up hurting their business. They
might as well be there to tell
us what’s the best way to do
this and improve that.
It didn’t always work and
I don’t know how many
standards we got through –
maybe 40 – but I never
would have been able to do
it without Bob Fay’s cooperation.
What’s the best part of
your job?
I’ve always greatly
enjoyed supporting, training
and guiding my employees.
It’s always been rewarding.
Part of standardizing my

company, and making it so
everybody could understand
it, has been teaching everyone as much as possible. I
was probably one of the
first to show all my employees the financials for each
of the routes and everything
they ran. This way, everyone understood our expenses and costs of doing business, as well as the revenues. This is how they

could make the biggest contribution to helping us.
A lot of operators didn’t
believe in doing this, but it
seemed to work for me. I
guess teaching has always
been a big, big
part of my job and
one that I enjoy. I
know when I give
a good teaching
performance and I
know when I don’t, just by
asking people what they
understood. It took me a
while to realize that what
people remember the most
are stories or examples.
They kind of get what
you’re talking about then.
Of course, I always
enjoyed inventing and coining words for the industry.
Some of them were pretty
funny, but some really
caught on like “rubber band
ratio,” “3/4-cent ticket
value,” “videmption” and
“flex up-flex down.”
Being a cartoon character –– Frank the Crank ––
helped a lot. I never expected anyone to know my last
name. I have gotten great
satisfaction from teaching
newcomers, as well as helping everyone improve all

types of operations. I’ve
never cared what it was…I
wanted to become an expert
on what works, what’s
proven and why you should
consider it.
One of the things I
believe I came up with is a
three-quarter-cent ticket
value formula for the industry. That has really caught
on big with thousands of our
clients for redemption.
What’s next for you and
Alpha-Omega?
We’re going to continue
looking at opportunities and
new forms of out-of-home
entertainment. Joe and I were
talking the other day about
looking for attractions and
games that can work without
attendants. Costs are so high,
its hard to afford labor these
days. Then, making sure we
have something that you
can’t do at home. I don’t
know if we’ll ever find
something that directly ties
into the home, but that would
be a tremendous opportunity.
Regardless, I’m certain
that there will always be a
place for street operators
with certain types of equipment and that there will

Fred Schaff, master technician at Alpha-Omega, (above) and Johnny Pokrajac, production manager, are just two of the people who help keep things
humming along. (Photos of Fred and Johnny, along with other present-day images of the team by Beckner Photography.)
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Frank hardly ever misses a beat and is at as many trade events as possible. Here he stops by the Betson booth at the 2017 Bowl Expo in
Nashville to visit with Rick Kirby and Bob Geschine.

always be entertainment
centers of some sort. With
what’s out there right now, I
think we’re all going to be
talking about augmented
reality. I think everyone can
agree that has a place and
maybe we’ll be a part of it.
We’re testing everything.
We have test locations
going on in Ukraine, Russia
and other parts of the world.
We try to learn from everything everywhere, not
always the United States.
You’ve really got to look at
everything globally. For
example, I took trips with
Yaroslav through China and
really had my eyes opened
of what can work there and
what the future is there,.
It’s good to have a handle
on everything. I’ve tracked
probably more than 800

attractions, ones I’ve seen
myself. Obviously, I can’t
keep that up, but that’s the
effort and awareness I’m
talking about. I’ve wanted to
see it all and learn about the
various opportunities for different types of locations and
come up with the best mixes
for unique situations. I’ve
put a lot of time into learning
that.
Do you have any other
reflections on the past five
decades you’d like to share
with our readers?
The thing that’s most on
my mind are the many people who have helped me. I
must have 50 mentors; it
seemed like everybody was
willing to help me. I can’t
go through all of them but
number one in my book is

Reflections:
Darin H. Van
Tassell, Owner,
The Clubhouse
We couldn’t have
started our business
without the guidance
from Frank and the
Alpha-Omega team.
Joseph Camarota and
the entire team have
been pros from day one.

Darin H. Van Tassell
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Betson’s Bob Geschine.
He taught me so much
about finances … I never
went to school for that so
that was all stuff I needed to
learn. I’d always been interested in accounting, but I
needed to learn how to find
the loopholes and understand everything you need
to do and how to stay on top
of it. Beyond that, I needed
to be able to teach it.
Others, and again there
are so many: Malcolm
Steinberg, Al Kress, Eddie

impression on me was
Minnesota operator Dick
Hawkins. I traveled with him
when he was AMOA president. Of course, also many at
AAMA, Frank DeSocio at
BPAA and I have to mention
Eduardo Antoja who was
president of Euromat forever
it seemed. Also, I’ve got to
mention one of RePlay’s
competitors, Scott Borowsky,
and almost everybody on the
Jersey shore.
There were also many distributors who helped me. I
used to go to different distributorships
and teach technical
classes on weekends. And I can’t
overstate the importance of my brother
Richard from day
one. He taught me
how to repair pinballs and video
games and how to
read schematics. He
was an electrical
engineer and I was
mechanical…what
A half century and counting: It was
a
great combination.
achievement enough in 1999 to have marked
Even with all the
30 years in the industry (the photo is from our
October cover that year), but here we are celdrive, passion and
ebrating their 50th. From the many members
energy I’ve had to
of the Alpha-Omega family to the countless
find new opportunisuppliers and customers over the years, building the company’s success has been a group
ties, to grow and
project, one that continues as they set move
adapt, to teach and
on to the next 50.
give back, I’ve
Adlum – he did something
never done any of it alone. In
very special for me, Key
the earliest days, my brother
Snodgress, and Marcus
was by my side, then Joe and
Webb who I’ve always
so many others along the
believed had one of the
way. This is a great industry
most brilliant minds of anyand I’m looking forward to
one who’s ever been in the
seeing what we do next. And
industry. Bob Fay and his
something else I’m proud of
help with standardization,
is that I’ve assembled a team
Allen Weisberg who I grew
to take this to the next level –
up with, and of course, I
and the one after that. What a
have to list Joe Camarota.
great half century it’s been!
Over at AMOA, there
have been so many, but one
Here’s to the next 50
who made the biggest
years, Frank!

Reflections:
Pete Gustafson,
Executive Director
AAMA

My first interaction with Frank
occurred in the early ‘80s at Bally
Pinball. Frank and Bally Pinball collaborated to create, “The Care and
Feeding of Your Pinball Machine,” a
guide to basic maintenance and service for the then new, digital pinball
machines.
Pat McMahon, (a graphic artist at
Bally Pinball) created the now iconic
caricature of “Frank the Crank.” That
image still graces his informative
Redemption and FEC Report.
At that time, I was leading Bally
Pinball service schools around the
country and included a copy of “The
Care and Feeding of Your Pinball
Machine” with the handouts I gave
to attendees. I’ve still got a copy of it
in my desk and it still brings a nostalgic smile to my face every time I look
at it. I’m certain there are hundreds of other “industry lifers”
out there that occasionally do
the same.
Since then, I’ve had the pleasure of interacting with Frank at
numerous industry events and
have found him to be an
unapologetic advocate for the
amusement industry he so obviously loves. I’ve even been interviewed on camera by him on more
than one occasion and have to
say, he’s really good at that.
I met Joe many years ago but I
really got to “know him” after he
became more deeply involved with
AAMA. Like me, Joe’s an early riser
–– we like to get our workouts done
before we start the rest of our day.
Unlike me, he immerses himself in
information downloads during his
workout, strengthening both body
and mind. Me? I’m usually catching
up on the latest Amazon Prime,
HBO or Netflix series…
If integrity had a physical shape, it
would look like Joe. Joe’s rapid
immersion into AAMA speaks to his

character: when he commits himself, he’s all in.
And while many of us
know Joe for his countless contributions to the
industry, his involvement in
his community is equally
impressive where he’s an
integral part of local government, youth sports and charitable
activities.
As AAMA President, Joe has a
vision to lead us toward opportunities that will greatly benefit our members and industry. I for one, feel
extremely fortunate Joe is at the
head of AAMA at this particular time
of explosive industry expansion and
growth. His vast experience across
such a wide cross section of the
industry makes him the right man, in
the right place, at the right time.
With Joe at the helm, you should all
be excited for “what’s next” from

they’ve been able to
achieve over the years
is not the result of luck
or fate, rather it’s a
direct byproduct of their
work ethic and humble
integrity. They demonstrate each and every
day how doing the right
thing for your family, business,
industry and community really does
reap benefits.
Regarding the industry at large,
they’ve raised the perceived level of
what an amusement industry professional is. The way they comport
themselves makes us all look good.
They’re the model we all could use
as our “Exhibit A" on how to be an
industry professional. I for one am a
better person for having had the
honor and pleasure of my associations with them.
•
50 years in business is no mistake. It happened because they
made it happen. It’s the byproduct of
hard work, determination and perseverance –– of exceeding expectations and approaching each day with
a “can-do” attitude and ego-free confidence that comes through experience.
The leadership team at AlphaOmega created a business with tentacles that reach well beyond just
games. They’ve made a positive difference in the lives of others by creating jobs so families can buy a
home, take vacations, send their
kids to college. They’ve given back
selflessly to the industry and their
communities and keep doing so
without looking for fanfare or
acknowledgement. They do it simply
because it’s the right thing to do.
Let us all acknowledge them for
the positive difference they’ve made
in each of our lives. Well done, gentlemen. Here’s to the start of AlphaOmega’s second half of your first
century.
Cheers,
Pete

Pete Gustafson

AAMA.

•

As to the impact they’ve had
upon me personally, they exemplify
excellence and an unselfish willingness to give back to their industry
and community. The success
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Joe Camarota
Chief Operating Officer

I

Reflections:
Troy Dunkley,
CEO,
Kids Quest

I have worked with
Frank, Joe and Jerry for
nearly 25 years and have
nothing but good things
to say about all three of
them.
From the moment we
met Frank, we could tell
he was a visionary who
believed in giving the
customer a reason to
come back to our facilities. He helped us see
that cutting costs through
ticket prices and small
rotation schedules was
not the correct long-term
strategy for building customer loyalty. Frank, Joe
and Jerry have all provided our company invaluable insight for the last

Troy Dunkley
quarter century. They
have a passion for the
well-being of this industry
and their contributions to
it are innumerable.
When entering a new
market with regulatory
issues, our first phone
call was always to Frank
or Joe. Nobody in the
industry is more knowledgeable about how
develop a plan that satisfies all interested parties.
Congratulations, gentlemen, on 50 years of
excellence.
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n 1973, Joe Camarota got
a work-study job in a
game room at New
Jersey’s Upsala College,
where he ended up getting
his undergraduate degrees in
psychology and political science. He wasn’t terribly into
game playing, but took the
job because it allowed him
to do his schoolwork on the
clock.
As fate would have it, a
man by the name of Frank
Seninsky serviced the halfdozen games in that mini
arcade. The pair hit it off
and Joe joined forces with
Frank and his relatively new
Alpha-Omega operating
business. He managed
Frank’s arcade at the Lucky
Casino located on the Jersey
Shore during his first seven
summers with the company
while also working with
their booming college game
route for the other nine
months of the year.
By 1983, Joe had
acquired an interest in
Alpha-Omega, whose route
had grown to nearly 150 college stops. Of course, at that
time, the video game bubble
was ready to pop. “We started to see the writing on the
wall with the introduction of
home console systems,” he
said. “We realized that we
had to find other venues in
order to survive.”
So, they started to focus
on finding year-round locations that needed 25-plus
machines, where they could
maintain a service schedule
instead of waiting to be

called. The effort further
shifted to these fairly new
locations called “family
entertainment centers” that
needed such an amount of
equipment. Where they
could place more than 50
games, they started hiring
labor exclusive to those
locations.
“The whole industry
became somewhat apprehensive when the video
boom came to an end,” Joe
recalls. “Besides the larger
game rooms, and based on
our positive experience at
the Jersey shore, we began
to invest heavily in redemption games. We learned very
quickly that what drew people out of their homes was
the allure of an experience
that they couldn’t replicate
in their home. Winning tickets and prizes from redemption games became our
‘ticket’ to success.”
The mid-’80s was also
the time they got into distribution with Alpha-Omega
Sales. “Constantly being in
expansion mode, we were
looking for ways to basically sell off our equipment to
buy new games for our
existing and new clients,” he
added.
When Joe bought into the
company, he did so with the
thought that if the company
failed, that would mean that
he had failed. He saw what
had happened to his father
who suffered a heart attack
and was abruptly fired from
his job. Joe Camarota didn’t
want the same fate. “I adopt-

ed my father’s strong work
ethic, but I wanted to have
more control of my own destiny then he did. I felt as a
company principal, I could
achieve that,” he advised.
And he did. So did the
company. It grew and grew,
and changed with the times.
Camarota loved every second of it. “This industry is
very infectious,” he said. “It
gets into you.”
What’s important to note
about the company’s many
years of success, he said, is
that there is no individual
success – they’re all company-wide awards or accomplishments. That carries
over into how the employees are treated. When it’s
your kid’s first day of
school tomorrow, of course
you can take the day off.
There needs to be a level of
flexibility to get the best out
of people and achieve that
company success.
“My most important job
is keeping that family feeling and encouraging people
to reach for the stars – to try
to maximize their potential,”
Joe continued. That family
atmosphere is even more
entrenched as a couple
employees are relatives,
including his son, Joseph,
who is now the director of
operations and sales.
“Joseph always said he
wanted to get involved in
the business,” the senior
Camarota detailed. “He was
far from being the best
employee in the world (at
17), but he learned.” Joseph
got serious about it, went
onto college to earn an
MBA and continued learning from his dad and Frank.
“His ability to learn the
best of what Frank and I had
to offer, and none of the

bad, well almost,” he said
with a chuckle, “has made
him a much better employee. Now he’s taking more of
a leadership role in the company and our industry,” says
the proud pop.
Reflecting more on what
made Alpha-Omega successful, Joe said: “Besides a
lot of praying, it required an
an understanding of the
industry and being proactive
by being on the cusp of its
changes. Having the right
team that responds to those
changes was key. It’s so
important to maintain a positive environment and have
everyone working towards a
company-wide goal that they
all understand and believe
in. Equally important is
bringing on people who
have different ideas about
how to set and approach
those goals, as well as being
smarter than you.”
Another critical factor is
the long-term relationship
between Frank and Joe,
which is approaching 47
years.
“We’ve been together
longer than most marriages.
God was looking down on
me the day we met. Though
we may have occasionally
disagreed over the years as
to the ‘means to the end,’
we kept our eye on the ultimate goal and always
walked away amicably. To
me, Frank has always been a
brother first, friend second,
and partner third.”
Joe brought up the big
company shift of going from
college game rooms to
FECs. At one point, he said,
90 percent of business came
from their video game route
at colleges. While the route
remains number one, it’s
now heavily redemption-

Friends meet up at Amusement Expo 2017: Joe, Frank and Betson’s
Bob Geschine, one of Frank’s key mentors throughout his career.

based, while other sectors of
the business, such as consulting, became the genesis
of a lot of their work.
“We’re constantly looking at new forms of entertainment, as we have for 50
years,” he said. “You look
for out-of-home experience
areas where people want to
entertain themselves. People

can watch a movie or play
games on their wristwatches
nowadays, but they still
want the experience we
give –– a social experience.”
As for the future of the
business, Joe believes that
redemption still has a good
shelf life and that he thinks
augmented reality will outpace VR. Whatever the

WOO-HOO!
Congratulations to Frank, Joe, Jerry
and everyone at Alpha-Omega!
Thanks for your many contributions
to the this great industry.
Your friends at
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lives,” he said.
“That’s why it’s so
infectious. You
want to go to work.
It’s a passion. Frank
and I talk about this
a lot … we have a
lot of people working for us. Several
of them are married
and have children.
We have a large
extended family
Frank and Joe in an undated photo from
and we all work
“back in the day.” Of their relationship, Joe
with and for each
says, “Frank has always been a brother first,
friend second and partner third.”
other. We’ve been
able to bring emofuture holds for Alphational and financial satisfacOmega, one thing is for certion to a lot of people, and it
tain – it’s not going away
doesn’t get much better than
anytime soon.
that in life. It’s been very
“You’re bringing enjoyrewarding and a true blessment and fun into people’s
ing to be able to do so.”

Reflections:
Rich Del
Vecchio, VP,
Kids Quest

Frank and Joe have
been incredible leaders
and mentors to everyone
they have worked with in
the industry.
When I first began
working with them, I was
just a kid in college still
trying to set high scores
on the games they were
installing in our locations.
Over the years, I have
gained layers and layers
of knowledge that have
helped our organization
see continuous growth.
They pioneered the
industry standard matrix
linking guest experience,
the latest and greatest
equipment and technology and quality merchandising. This has been the
foundation for nearly
every successful FEC.
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Rich Del Vecchio

In our long-time relationship together, their
intelligence and passion
for bettering the business
(and industry) has
helped us solve small
and big challenges,
helped maintain clarity to
the technology and
trends shaping the
future, and taught us
valuable lessons in paying attention to the daily
details that can be easily
overlooked. It has been a
privilege to work with
individuals so committed
to doing what’s best for
the greater good.
Congratulations on
many years of success!

Jerry Merola
Chief Financial Officer

A

former commercial
banker, Jerry Merola
joined Frank and Joe
as a partner in 1995, while
also becoming AlphaOmega’s chief financial officer. By 1997, the three had
formed their consulting
group, Amusement Entertainment Management, and a
whole new future started
brewing for the company.
Jerry first met Frank in
1992 when the two crossed
paths on a significant casino
project Frank had been consulting on. Jerry was working on the lending side of
things, and he came to specialize in the leisure sector.
The pair stayed in communication and often discussed
the lack of standards, metrics and evaluation tools on
the financial side of the
industry.
“The amusement sector
was starting to grow, but it
was growing without a set
of rules,” Jerry explained.
So, when he came aboard
with Alpha-Omega, he
worked on developing
financial models and industry benchmarks. “In many
ways, we pioneered that on
several levels.”
They created a database
tracking a substantial number of locations every week
from a performance perspective. “We started to track the
performance of literally
every client in every facility
we were associated with,” he
said. That allowed them to
gather information that
wasn’t previously recorded.

Jerry continues to spearhead the consulting group
today, focusing efforts on
developing entertainment
properties all over the
world. He spends most of
his time as CFO evaluating
markets for FEC development.
“We work with our
clients from beginning to
end,” he said. From developing the business case,
establishing the project’s
parameters, and sourcing
equity and financing for the
projects themselves.
Amusement Entertainment
Management coordinates
and manages those parts of
the projects through their
highly trusted vendor base.
While a whole lot has
changed since Jerry came
aboard in the mid-90s, the
core of what they do is still
the same – taking the client
from concept to the opening
of a facility. The size and
scope of those, along with
what goes inside, is what
has changed.
“We’ve expanded from
traditional FECs to theme
parks, stadium venues and
other large-scale leisure destinations,” he said. “We’re
really walking the entire
gamut of entertainment at
this point.”
“Beginning in the 2000s,
we started to see a little bit
of a shift,” Merola continued, citing more adultfocused entertainment
venues popping up as
opposed to traditional family entertainment centers.

“Suddenly the quality and
size of the facilities was
changing.” That has allowed
the company to expand
worldwide into avenues that
couldn’t have been foreseen

when it was just Frank and
Joe working college game
rooms and small arcades
along the Jersey Shore.
Now, they reportedly
complete 30-40 projects a
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Reflections:
Barry Zelickson,
The Big Thrill
Factory

I had the privilege of
meeting Frank and Jerry
at their 20th Foundations
class in Chicago in 2010.
At that time, my idea of
opening up an FEC was
only an idea on a napkin.
Their partnership not
only brought my idea to
life, but created a lifelong
friendship in the process.
I use the word partnership because through
all my interactions with

year, many of which are
multi-year endeavors,
depending on the size and
target markets, and other
variables. “I like to think of
all of our clients as friends,”
Merola said. “We have several decades of relationships
that just don’t end.”

Barry Zelickson
Jerry, Frank and Joe
their focus has always
been on getting the job
done or adding value to
my project. They are true
brand ambassadors to
this industry and we are
fortunate that they bring
their passion and knowledge to so many people!

He points to AlphaOmega’s unique leadership
– Frank, the engineer; Joe,
the “psychologist of entertainment”; and Jerry himself, the business metrics
guy. “I think we offer a
unique combination of talent that has added to our

Jerry Merola’s brought an extensive skillset to Alpha-Omega from his
financial background when he joined the company back in 1995. He’s
helped pioneer financial models and industry benchmarks, as well as a
database that tracked the weekly performance of their clients, giving the
team a wealth of operational insignts.
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Reflections:
Ira Erstling,
HMS Monaco

I'll never forget that
when I first started to sell
prize merchandise to the
amusement industry in
the late 1970s, it was
boxed costume jewelry
for gravel cranes. As one
of the first prospective
customers I approached,
Frank liked the idea and

may have left a job to pursue. That’s the most powerful feeling,” he said. And
it’s one that Amusement
Entertainment Management

Data’s important, whether it’s understanding how clients’ businesses are performing or details within Alpha-Omega’s groups of companies.
Part of the team tackling those details are Data Entry Manager Beth
Picon and Administrative Executive Susan Johnson.

success. The whole goal of
us originally joining forces
was to bring those three core
talents together.”
And together, they’ve
created a sustainable business that had more than one
focus – from waterparks,
FECs, food-and-beverage
focused venues and just
about any other type of
place you could think of that
has an arcade.
Jerry gave a “state of the
industry” talk at IAAPA last
year about where the consumer is going and “making
sure we stay two steps
ahead of it.” That’s something Alpha-Omega has
done for 50 years now.
“Technology is going to
play an important part in
where the consumer expects
to go,” he said. “We need to
continue expanding connec-

tivity outside of actual visits
– engaging the customer
before they ever visit with
us, and continue the experience after they have.
“Our business has steadily grown over the last 25
years, largely because entertainment is very much in
fashion today,” he added.
The sheer size of projects is
increasing, but so is the
quantity. “We’ve been able
to introduce concepts more
recently that were founded
in North America and bring
them to other markets like
Southeast Asia and the Far
East.”
The growth is great, but
for Jerry Merola, “The
greatest excitement for me
is being able to deliver on a
client’s dream and goal. It’s
something that started as
their vision, something they

Ira Erstling
agreed to test the concept. When costume jewelry revenues took off in
his cranes, he coined a
name for me: “Ira the
Showcase Erstling.”

has provided hundreds of
times, which must have
resulted in millions and millions of smiles over the past
half-century in amusements.

Reflections:
Steve Schulman,
HMS Monaco

I first met Frank in the
early 1970s at the beginning of our careers in the
amusement game business. At the time, AlphaOmega and my company, Jepco Amusements,
were both pursuing the
college market putting
amusement machines
into Student Centers in
New York and New
Jersey.
I first became aware
of Frank when his company and mine were bidding to win the games
contract at a large university. I submitted what I
thought was an excellent
offer with a three-page
contract. At the bid opening, I found out that
Frank had submitted a
15-page offer with details

Steve Schulman
and sweeteners I had
never even dreamed of.
He won that contract
handily, and I realized if I
was ever going to compete with someone as
smart, articulate and
shrewd as he was, I
would have to up my
game enormously.
We subsequently
became good friends, and
my initial respect for
Frank, and later Joe, who
has helped him run AlphaOmega, has continued to
grow over the years. I
often tell Frank that he's
the smartest guy I've ever
met in this business.
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Joseph Camarota
Director of Operations and Sales

J

oseph Camarota started
with Alpha-Omega in
the mid-1980s, testing
games. But that’s a tough
gig for a 6-year-old, so he
mostly stuck with elementary school instead. But
when your father is Joe
Camarota, Alpha-Omega’s
COO, you might just grow
up in the business.
Joseph did. Mainly playing Ms. Pac-Man (a
favorite, one that he still
keeps in his basement
today), Mad Dog McCree
and Mortal Kombat, among

other classic games he
would try out as AlphaOmega’s unofficial kid
video game tester. He’d also
come along to AMOA
Expo, when they were held
in Chicago. “It was always
fun,” Joseph said. “I got to
know a lot of the people that
still work here.”
While Joe and Frank joke
about him starting in the
’80s, he officially began
working with the company
in 1997, cleaning and prepping games in the warehouse. Over the years, he

moved onto the route, driving around doing collections and repairing games,
and then onto management
positions in merchandise,
then parts and service, and
now as director of operations and sales.
On the operations side,
Joseph oversees all of parts
and service, and the entire
Alpha-Omega route. He
goes to every installation,
and is there every day,
whether it’s a 3-day job or
10-day job.

“We’ve seen that works
well,” he said. “It really
helps us get close to the
client. That’s a favorite part
of mine – meeting the new
people and really getting to
know them.”
That relationship-building mentality really started
with Frank and then Joe
and Jerry, the younger
Camarota said. “It’s their
enthusiasm for the industry,” he said. “They’re just
so involved. They’ve
grown with the industry
and helped the industry. I
learned a ton from both of
them,” he added.
Joseph saw the evolution
of it as a kid, with the video
game boom well fizzled out
but still hanging on. Today,
it’s all about the FEC, where
Alpha-Omega mainly does
mid- to large-scale projects
– from about 30 games on

Long-time RePlay readers might remember this photo of then-18year-old Joseph and his father Joe from our 1999 salute to Frank
Seninsky and the company. Frank had just been named AMOA president
and the company was celebrating its 30th anniversary. In those days,
Joseph was assistant manager of merchandise. He actually got his start
cleaning and prepping games in the warehouse and then over the years
has tackled other roles such as route collections and game repairs.
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the low end to 150 games,
typically. They’re nationwide and now worldwide,
too.
The future, Camarota
thinks, will be interesting.
“Our industry is at a crossroads and no one is really
certain where it’s headed.
VR is the hot topic, but
we’ve been looking at this
for 20 years and I fear that
product may not have the
legs we all hope it does. The
technology at home is only
getting better, and could be
tough competition.”
He pointed to two recent
technological advancements
that will help push the
industry into the future:
Intercard accepting credit
cards directly at their readers and Semnox with their

automated redemption
teller.
No matter what advancements are made, or what the
future holds, 50 years of
changes and accomplishments are behind AlphaOmega, and Joseph and the
company plan on doing
what they’ve always done –
something different. They’ll
continue to adapt, share
information and push the
industry forward.
“Our company’s owners
instill the family nature into
this business,” he said. “We
all have a good time and I
thank them for providing a
life for this company, for
myself and my family. It’s
all because of Frank, Joe
and Jerry,” Joseph declared.

Joseph’s wife Jennifer is billing coordinator for Alpha-Omega.
She’s pictured with Parts and Service Manager Mike Tadrousse.
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Yaroslav Sobko
Director of Marketing

A

lpha-Omega’s director
of marketing since
August 2017,
Yaroslav Sobko met Frank
Seninsky some 10 years ago
as the CEO of a distribution
company that was selling
amusement equipment in
Ukraine and Russia. He had
been searching for experts
in the redemption sector and
came across Frank.
“We didn’t know anything about redemption
games because they weren’t
popular back home,”
Yaroslav said. “But Frank

had an enormous amount of
information and he didn’t
mind sharing it.” He’d invited Frank to speak at a
Russian trade show and the
pair met every year at
IAAPA as Yaroslav’s business grew.
“When the entertainment
and amusement market in
Russia declined, Frank
invited me to Alpha-Omega
to use my expertise in digital marketing to help him
grow the business and start
engaging more digitally,” he
said.
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Now based in Florida, he
helped Frank create a blog
(at www.frank-thecrank
.com), which has daily
industry news and his
monthly Redemption &
FEC Report. They also
started a YouTube channel
and began to do social
media marketing.
Since March 2018, at
Frank’s suggestion,
Yaroslav has been a member of AMOA’s board of
directors, staying involved
in the industry and learning
as much as possible while

still managing a small, fivearcade route back in
Ukraine.
Yaroslav has been
thrilled to have the opportunity to work alongside
Seninsky with AlphaOmega. “When I introduced
Frank during seminars in
Russia and Ukraine, I said,
‘Let me introduce you to
Mr. Redemption,’” he
noted. “Frank is one of the
biggest experts in arcades
and redemption. That’s one
of the key components to
his success in business.”

Henry Stoop
General Manager

H

enry Stoop, AlphaOmega’s general manager, grew up around
the amusements business,
like a lot of other kids on the
Jersey Shore, back in the
’70s. He’s been part of it
himself since 1973, not too
long after he started high
school. His mom had a
business on the
boardwalk at
the time, pretty near Frank
Seninsky’s
Wizard’s
World
arcade.
“I was in
that kind of
atmosphere all the
time, and they needed somebody to give the employees
breaks,” Stoop said. With a
laugh, he added, “I was
trustworthy and knew how

to count.”
And he was
certainly doing a
lot of counting at the time,
when games were either 10
cents a play or three for a
quarter.
Henry officially started
with Alpha-Omega after
completing high
school in 1976,
working as a
technician
and collector
at arcades
spotted
along the
Jersey Shore.
He also
worked for a
long time on the
route as a tech, while also
spending years as production manager and merchandise manager (something he
still does in addition to his

GM duties), selling
to arcades.
Today, he works with
the company’s technicians
all across the country, and
said that’s the best part for
him – traveling, working
with the service guys while
also learning new trends on
the merchandise side of
things from the younger
folks.
Over the years, Henry
has seen the great breadth of
change the industry has
weathered, and said AlphaOmega’s success was due to
acting on that shift and staying ahead of the curve when

others were left in the dust.
“When pinball started
fading a little bit, we went to
videos,” he explained. “And
now, of course, most of our
business is in redemption
games. It’s been about
adapting to the changes in
our culture. We kind of had
to change on the fly a few
times.” Among the directions he’s paying particular
attention to today is virtual
reality. “We went to IAAPA
to see what they’re doing
with VR. Turned out they’re
doing really great things
with it,” he observed.

Working hard and having fun is what you hope for in any company. Here, Linda Barry, Alpha-Omega’s administrative executive and
Henry Stoop laugh it up during the photo shoot for this special feature.
At the end of his interview with RePlay, Henry, whose first days in the
amusement business were back in high school, said, “Congratulations,
Frank and Joe. I’m thankful for all the years here.”
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Donna Hotz
Controller / Director of Market Research

W

ith a background in
accounting, Donna
Hotz came aboard
the Alpha-Omega team in

March 1998 to do a little bit
of everything. She handles
accounting and human
resources, and has a hand in

Congratulations to Alpha-Omega
from your new/old neighbor
Gary Balaban

Pipeline Games
Sayerville, N.J.
www.pipelinegames.com

the company’s
consulting branch, too.
“Considering the diversity of what we do here ––
while working with the different parts of the company
–– there’s not a lot of
chance to get bored,” she
said. “Working with the
clients and getting them to
the next level is the best part
of my job, whether it’s
opening up new, or revamping existing, game rooms.
It’s thrilling to actually see
them come to fruition.”
On the consulting side,
she puts together the company’s feasibility reports,
detailing demographics,
competition and tourism in
the area. From there, it’s on

to CFO Jerry Merola for the
financial analysis.
As Alpha-Omega has
grown, so has her love of
the company. “Besides the
fact that there’s always
something different to do
here,” Donna said, “it’s the
people that make it great.
You get to know them at
headquarters, as well as all
around the country. It’s a
great group to work with.”
She praised the company’s ability to morph over
the years. “This anniversary
year really shows how wellrun this company is, having
stood the test of time.
Hopefully, there’s another
50 years ahead,” she added.

Controller/Director of Market Research Donna Hotz at work with
Research Assistant Allison Carestia in company headquarters.
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Dave Lohr
Regional Manager / Drafting Technician

D

ave Lohr was hired in
March 1990 as a route
tech and serviceman,
back when Alpha-Omega
was still primarily operating
in college game rooms. He
did his training with longtime employee Henry Stoop
at the Rutgers University
stop.
Over the years, this Jackof-all-trades has bounced
around in many different
roles within the company,
beginning by handling
facets of the route early on –
servicing machines everywhere from colleges to military bases to bowling alleys
all throughout New Jersey

and New York. He handled
three to five stops a day
back then.
From there, Dave put in
five years as the service dispatcher, a desk job where
he routed the service techs
to where they needed to go.
Then he transitioned back
into handling arcades along
the Jersey Shore.
“That’s where I got the
taste of being back on the
road, which made me pretty
happy,” he said. (Most
recently, Dave supervised
operations at the worldfamous Cedar Point amusement park, where AlphaOmega operates a 200-

game arcade.)
In his managerial and
technician roles, there’s no
telling where he might end
up next. While he’s been
based in the Midwest for a
while now, Dave moved
back to the company’s New
Jersey headquarters for the
winter to lend his expertise
to various projects there.
The success of the company, he says, has been the
foresight of management to
shift to redemption, and
from colleges to FECs,
before most operators were

doing that. “Of course,
another big reason the company has succeeded has
been the working atmosphere here,” Dave continued. “I think it’s really surprising that a company this
size has people who’ve been
here for these many years.
We’re pretty much like a
family. And we’ve been
able to transition with and
ahead of the industry at
times, and I’m sure we’ll be
able to adapt into the
future.”

Congratulations
Alpha-Omega on
50 Years in the Biz!
From your friends at
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Steve Camarota
Master Technician / Regional Manager

S

teve Camarota’s brother
Joe called him up one
day in 1976 and asked
if he wanted to work at an
arcade in Wildwood, N.J.
Fresh out of high school, he
thought “Why not?” and got
his start in the amusements
business. Two years later, he
moved to North Jersey to
work with Frank Seninsky
on his vending machine
route.
When Steve turned 20,
he actually lived with Frank
for a short while up north to
get acclimated and get some
invaluable training on the
duties of a routeman.

“I didn’t know much
about technician stuff, but I
gradually learned and
learned and learned,” he
said. “I kept with the times
and started learning on my
own, while also getting
taught by whomever. It was
a good alternative to the
military,” he added, which
was another path he was
considering at the time.
Steve eventually went on
to set up locations, do the
hiring and training of the
local staff before moving on
to the next project, which he
said was the toughest part of
that job. For the past 10
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years,
as a master
technician and regional manager for Alpha-Omega, he
also has the “do whatever
needs to be done” title at the
Ultimate California Pizza
Game Zone arcade in Myrtle
Beach, S.C., which he now
manages.
“Each year, we’re doing
better and better here,” Steve
said. He enjoys the more stationary life, as the mainly
summer routes in amusement
parks were grueling and
involved a lot of traveling.
“At this location, I get here
in the morning, walk in, see
what needs to be done, and
make sure the games are up
and running,” he said, adding
that he usually works seven
days a week to ensure things
are in tip-top shape.

“It’s all about customer
relationships and working
relationships,” he explained.
“It’s very important for us to
do well with the locations.”
He attributes AlphaOmega’s success to the dedication and hard work of
Frank, Joe, Jerry and the
entire team that makes it
happen. “I can see this industry going ahead and I don’t
think it’ll ever stop,” he said.
“That’s true, as long as you
keep rotating games and
keeping up with the times.
“I’d like to thank Frank,
Joe and Jerry for making me
part of this world. Through
all the hard times and good
times, we’ve stayed together
for this long and kept the
company up and running for
all these years. It’s been a
great ride,” he declared.

Alpha-Omega Route Personnel Across the Country
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Tony Bari
Warehouse Manager

T

hirty-year AlphaOmega veteran Tony
Bari started with the
company in 1989, mainly

doing machine deliveries
and setups, something he
still does occasionally
today. His principle role,

to Alpha-Omega!
What a fine group of people and
what a fine accomplishment!
Well done!

Sureshot Redemption | www.sureshot-redemption.com
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however, is as warehouse
manager, a job that mostly
involves overseeing the
warehouse, transportation,
logistics and the like for an
arcade setup. That means
prepping equipment, setting
up the many Alpha-Omega
deliveries and physically
putting together the arcade.
“Getting out on setups
and meeting different
clients, and traveling to different locations across the
country, is my favorite part
of the job,” Tony said. And
that job has changed
immensely over the years as
the industry has shifted. As
many others in the company
say, learning to adapt with
the times is a key part of
Alpha-Omega’s success.
“We’ve been able to
somehow find a way to keep
moving forward with all the

changes in the industry,” he
said. “Frank and the brass
are always moving forward
and finding different things
to do. For example, building
up a sales clientele all
around the country and
moving into bigger FECs
has been a big part of the
focus lately.”
From start to finish,
Tony ships the equipment
from New Jersey, has it
delivered to a client’s location, offloads it, unpacks it
and starts building out the
arcade according to a predesigned layout. Another
part of the job, however, is
making people happy.
That’s the net result of the
whole process of setting up
an arcade, and one that
Alpha-Omega has continued
to do in different ways for a
half-century.

